Bushmaster Ambulance

Bushmaster is a 15-tonne, 4x4 protected vehicle with a 4-tonne payload, designed to perform a diverse range of mission profiles.
The Bushmaster Ambulance is in service with the Australian Army, delivering a reliable, battle proven capability that protects both the crew and transported patients. The well-equipped clinical white space is designed to facilitate on-board patient treatment and extend the golden hour for battle casualties. Designed for roles including protected casualty transport and battlefield First Aid Post, the highly mobile and operationally proven ambulance has the same ballistic and blast protection as the Bushmaster Troop vehicle.

Flexible interior configuration
The large cabin and flexible configuration of the ambulance can accommodate up to 8 people.

Front: Driver + Commander.
Rear: Medical attendant + Stretcher patient + 4 seated patients. Alternatively, the 4 patient seats can be easily re-configured in minutes and without tools into a second stretcher position.

All of these seating and stretcher positions offer mine blast protection.

Stretcher type: Single-fold STANAG 2040.

Ambulance key features
• Medical attendant position allows access to stretcher patient during transit
• Cabin is fully climate controlled
• Blackout curtains allow white light treatment in blackout conditions
• Blast mitigated internal medical grade oxygen system
• Entonox/ N2O gas bottle provision
• Provision for patient monitors and other medical equipment
• Rails for intravenous drips and other suspended systems
• Multiple internal cabinets for medical supplies
• Generous external lockers for storage of additional medical, crew and vehicle equipment
• Integral stretcher loading system available or customer system specified as required.

Other benefits
• Ambulance has platform commonality with the Bushmaster Troop variant, facilitating deployment as part of a larger fleet
• The 7 seated positions also enable operation in a standard protected transport role
• The cabin has the space and provision for installation of military communications equipment.

Variants include troop carrier, command, patrol, support, weapons deployment and ambulance.

Bushmaster is designed and built to protect up to 10 occupants, combining high levels of blast and ballistic protection with excellent off-road mobility.

In service with six countries on four continents, Bushmaster has proven performance in protecting and saving lives during operations.